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Abstract

This paper presents GOld, a link-time optimizer for GambitC that performs global optimization of multi-module Scheme
programs. A technique called abstract compilation is used
for the eÆcient implementation of its static analysis phase.
The system removes unnecessary type checks, inlines system
primitives, and does simple function inlining across module boundaries. We show that using this system, important
runtime speedups can be achieved on programs free of nonstandard declarations.
1 Introduction

Support for modular programming, in the broadest sense, is
an essential property of any programming system intended
for the development of large software systems. But modular
programming usually comes with a cost: compilers are rarely
capable of performing cross-module optimizations, thus producing sub-optimal executables.
In [5], we describe the architecture of a generic compilation system featuring global cross-module analysis and
optimization of multimodule programs at link-time (we will
give an overview of this architecture in a later section). This
architecture leverages the use of static analyses developed in
the abstract interpretation framework to the eÆcient analysis of multimodule programs.
In order to show the e ectiveness of this architecture,
we developed GOld (for Gambit-C Optimizing link editor),
a rst (partial) implementation of this architecture based on
the Gambit-C Scheme compiler that optimizes annotationfree Scheme programs a link time. The goal of the system
was to obtain executables running at a speed comparable to
the ones obtained when the source code is manually annotated for optimal performances, with a reasonable link time.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
presents the Gambit-C compiler and why we decided to use
it as the basis for our system. Then we present the system
architecture, describing the technique of abstract compilation. We then give an overview of the analysis and optimizations performed by the system, followed by results obtained on a variety of benchmark program. We nish with
an overview of related works.
2 The Gambit-C system

Gambit-C is a high-performance Scheme compiler that produces C code. Even if it generates good code, it lacks a good

static analysis, thus relying on programmer-supplied annotations to generate high performance code. For example,
the annotation
(declare (standard-bindings))

tells the compiler that all calls to primitives, in the scope of
the declaration, do refer to the standard Scheme primitives,
thus enabling the inlining of some primitives like not, char?,
etc., and the elimination of some tests for the number of arguments in calls to other primitives. The semantics of these
annotations is not always easy to understand and often multiple annotations are required to obtain good performances.
Also, these annotations make the code unreadable and are
highly compiler-dependent. Morever, the compiler blindly
follows those annotations, sometimes resulting in incorrect,
hard to debug generated code.
But one of the main source of ineÆciency with Gambit-C
is the cost of procedure calls across the boundary of modules.
Gambit-C is conformant with the Scheme standard, meaning
that it must optimize all tail calls. Since each Scheme source
le is compiled to a distinct C source le, a cross-module call
results in a C call. But C compilers do not optimize tail calls
in general. To solve this problem, Gambit-C uses a trampoline technique. Each Scheme le (or module) is compiled
in a unique C function which serves as the entry point for
the module. Each function in this module is accessed using
a series of gotos. So a cross-module calls consists in ve
distinct operations:
1. a goto statement is executed to go to the end of the
calling C function;
2. the C function returns control to the Gambit-C kernel;
3. the kernel determines to which module control should
be passed;
4. the C function of the target module is entered;
5. a switch statement is executed to enter the called
function.
When the called function returns, control is given back to
the calling function using the same sequence of operations.
We thus see that cross-module calls are very expensive. Morever, in the absence of adequate annotations, all calls to
primitive functions will use this trampoline mechanism. (Note
that intra-module calls require fewer operations, at most two
operations in the worst case.)
These are the two problems our system tries to address:
it tries to automatically insert the annotations and to reduce

the cost of cross-module calls. We will now see how the GOld
system is structured.
3 GOld's architecture

The architecture of our system is based on the concept of
abstract compilation, which we will now describe.
3.1 Abstract compilation
Abstract compilation [6, 17, 20] is an eÆcient implementation technique for static analysis which is based on abstract
interpretation [9] and partial evaluation techniques [8].
Static analyses can be computed by means of an abstract
interpreter, i.e. instead of executing the program with real
values, the program is executed with abstract values. These
abstract values represent some properties of the real values
(such as the type, the range or other approximation of the
real values). Primitive operations, like function application,
are also interpreted di erently, according to the analysis that
must be computed. In short, the program is executed using
a di erent (non-standard) semantics.
This approach is often implemented by an actual interpreter that repeatedly traverses the parse tree. But interpretation is costly because it adds a layer of abstraction
to the analysis process. Performance can be improved by
compiling the program with respect to this non-standard
semantics. The resulting analysis program computes, when
run, the analysis of the source program, thus eliminating the
overhead of interpretation.
It could be possible to derive an abstract compiler using
partial evaluation techniques, but writing the compiler by
hand can enable a number of important optimizations.Examples of such optimizations are described in [5], where
the author shows that when machine code is generated for
the analysis programs, important speedups can be achieved
(more than 10 in all cases, and between 15 and 30 in most
cases).
3.2 Ideal architecture
As shown in [5], the cost of abstract compilation can sometimes outweigh the cost of the static analysis itself, resulting in a performance degradation. This is mainly true when
some time is taken to optimize the analysis program.
In order to minimize the impact of abstract compilation,
we devised a separate compilation system that reuses the
analysis program of each module during the link phase. Of
course, we make the assumption that, most of the time, only
few modules are modi ed between each recompilation of the
whole program. So the cost of abstract compilation of a
given module can be amortized over its multiple executions.
Our system, GOld, is based on the architecture shown in
gure 1. In this architecture, all modules are rst statically
analyzed (LA), locally optimized (LO), and an intermediate
representation is generated (IRG). This compilation step results in two les, the rst containing the intermediate representation (.ir le) and the second containing the module's
analysis program as well as the result of the local analysis.
The second phase combines all the analysis programs,
links them together, and the resulting program is executed,
thus computing the global static analysis (GA). The result
of this analysis is then utilized by the global optimizer (GO),
which reads all the .ir les and generates the code for the
nal executable.

This architecture is interesting for a number of reasons.
First, it allows static analyses developed for the local phase
to be reused in the context of global analysis. So it is not
necessary to develop new analyses, but instead focus on how
to factor the analysis of a module into its local part and its
global part. We de ne the local part as being the part of
module for which the analysis is not a ected by the interaction with the other modules).
Secondly, libraries can be developed such that they will
be optimized based on the client application. Only the .ir
and .ap les could be published. This means that these
libraries could be very high-level without incuring performance penalties to the programs using tem. Also, a good
encoding scheme could be used to protect intellectual property.
The e ectiveness of such an architecture depends heavily
on the choice of the intermediate representation. This representation will determine which global optimizations are
possible and which are not, and how fast the nal generated
code will be. However, we will not discuss in detail the issues
raised by the design of a good intermediate representation.
These issues are beyond the scope of this paper.
3.3 GOld architecture
GOld diverges from this architecture in a number of respects.

The main reason is that we wanted to be less intrusive as
possible in the Gambit-C system. Gambit-C was not designed in the rst place to be modi ed as we wished.
The rst (local) phase analyzes each module separately
and stores the corresponding analysis program and the result
of local analysis on disk. No intermediate representation is
stored on disk. This means that the link phase has to parse
each module again, do macro-expansion, and apply some
other local optimizations. This is quite ineÆcient.
Second, the link phase generates C code instead of the
nal executable. There is one C le for each Scheme module, plus one link le, containing the C main function and
other de nitions. An extra compilation step is required here
to generate the nal executable. Nevertheless, our goal was
to demonstrate that link-time analysis and optimisation of
Scheme programs could be done eÆciently, so we concentrated mainly on this aspect of the system.
4 Analysis and optimizations

This section outlines the analysis and optimizations performed by GOld. For a more in-depth, formal presentation
see [5].
4.1 Static analysis
The static analysis implemented in GOld is mainly based on
Olin Shivers' 0cfa [26, 27], which is a monovariant control
ow analysis for high-order languages. Like the 0cfa, GOld
computes the analysis by means of a xpoint iteration algorithm. Both the local and global analyses are performed by
running compiled analysis programs. These programs are
represented at runtime by trees of closures, as in [6, 13].
However, our analysis di ers from Shivers' one in a number of respects. First, source programs are not CPS-converted. That's because Gambit-C optimizes and compiles source
programs in direct form and we did not want to add the cost
of an extra program transformation (the CPS-conversion) to
the link phase.
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Figure 1: Compiler architecture.
Flat structure. An abstract function call, in the 0cfa,
forces the abstract evaluation of the body of all abstract
closures that result from the evaluation of the expression in
operator position. Combined with a timestamp technique,
this approach ensures that the interpretation algorithm terminates. It is also able to detect unused procedures in the
program.
In order to avoid the management of timestamps and
simplify the code generation for the analysis program, GOld's
analysis uses a di erent approach. The idea is to traverse
the code of all expressions in the program once in each iteration of the xpoint computation. In this context, an
abstract function call only propagates the information associated with the actual parameters to the formal parameters
of all abstract closures that can be bound to the operator.
This technique can lead to a less precise analysis in certain programs. Morever, it becomes much more diÆcult to
detect unused procedures. Consider the following code fragment:
(define (foo x) (+ x 1))
(define (bar) (foo 'a))
(display (foo 2))

This program never calls bar at runtime. Unfortunately, our
analysis will add the symbol 'a to the approximation for x
since foo is called from within bar.
On the other hand, this technique greatly simpli es the
compilation of the analysis. Since the code of each procedure
is only traversed once in each iteration, it is not necessary
to include a code pointer in the representation of the abstract closure. An abstract function call is compiled to a
single instruction that does the propagation of information
from the actual parameters to the formal parameters. This
implies that every program can be abstractly compiled to a
sequence of abstract instructions that can be executed sequentially, except for conditional expressions (if, and, and
or) which can introduce forward conditional branches.
Abstract values. The abstract values handled by GOld are
comparable to those used in the Bigloo compiler [23, 24].
These values have been chosen to match the kind of values
leading to the best optimizations by Gambit-C. These values
can be classi ed into three broad categories:

Atomic values These values abstract either distinct con-

stants (like #t and #f) or ( nite or denumerable in -

nite) sets of values of the same type (like characters,
symbols, strings, ports).

Numerical values These abstract values represent inter-

vals of numerical values. Among them, we have one
for real numbers, one for complex values, and one for
onums (real numbers directly representable by a machine oating-point value). For integer values, we have
a special value abstracting the whole set of integers.
We also have a nite set of intervals of integer values
representable by a 32 bit machine word.

Structured values These values abstract heap-allocated
data structures (pairs, vectors, and closures).

Mutation of primitive procedures. In Scheme, variables to
which primitive procedures are bound can be rede ned. In a
multi-module setting, the compiler cannot blindly inline and
optimize all calls to primitive procedures. To solve this problem, GOld proceeds iteratively. One only has to consider the
analysis program as a function taking as input the set of mutated primitive procedures. Let Ai : P (Prim) ! P (Prim)
denote such a function.
The rst step consists of compiling all the analysis programs by assuming that no primitive is mutated. Then the
global analysis in launched, while computing P1 = A1 (;). If
P1 6= ; = P0 , then all modules containing calls to primitives
in P1 are invalidated. They must be reanalyzed locally and
their analysis program must be regenerated. Then the global
analysis is run again, resulting in a set P2 = P1 [ A2 (P1 ).
Since the set of primitive procedures is nite, there will be
an n  1 such that Pn = Pn 1 .
For a typical program that does not mutate any primitive, this method has the advantage of requiring only one
iteration, hence being transparent to the programmer. If the
initial assumption was that all the primitives are mutated,
at least two iterations would have been necessary.
Polyvariant treatment of Scheme primitives. Although
our analysis is monovariant, all Scheme primitives (when
they are not rede ned in the program) are treated polyvariantly to get more precise approximations.
All calls to basic allocating primitives (cons, vector,
make-vector) generate distinct abstract structured values,
as well as all lambda-expressions. But a few more primitives

add new structured values. These are append, reverse, map,

vector->list, and list->vector.

Note that all other Scheme primitives (+, car, integer>char, etc.) are also treated polyvariantly. The (abstract)

code for these primitives (that is executed when the analysis
program is run) is taken from a library of abstract primitives
linked with the analysis program. This contrasts with other
systems (like Stalin [28]) that append the standard Scheme
library to the analyzed program.
Type ltering and interval narrowing. In order to get even
more precise approximations, we implemented two more techniques in our analysis: type ltering and interval narrowing.
Type ltering uses the type tests in conditional expressions (if expressions) to constrain the approximation of the
tested variable in both the consequent and the alternative
arms of the if expressions. For example, in the following
code
(if (pair? x)
(foo x)
(bar x))

the approximation for x will be constrained to only abstract
values denoting pairs in the call (foo x), and to abstract
values not denoting pairs in the call (bar x).
This idea is not new. It is described in [27] and is now
widely used [3, 18]. Note that due to its at structure, our
analysis does not su er from the re ow semantics problem
described in Chapter 9 of Shivers' work.
Interval narrowing is a similar idea. We use inequality
tests in if expressions to constrain the approximations. For
example, in
(if (< i n)
(foo i)
...)

if i and n are approximated by integer intervals ([i; j ] and
[k; l] resp.), then in the call (foo i), the actual value for
i is constrained to the interval [i; min(j; l 1)] while n is
contrained to the interval [max(i + 1; k); l]. Using this technique, GOld is able to determine that < and + are both called
on xnums only in the following code:
(let ((len (vector-length v)))
(let loop ((i 0))
(if (< i len)
(begin
(foo (vector-ref v i))
(loop (+ i 1)))
#f)))

4.2 Intermediate representation
When stored on disk, the analysis programs are represented
using bytecodes. These bytecodes encode the various lowlevel operations the analysis perform. There is 7 such bytecodes. These include the join (t) of two approximations, the
abstract application of a variable on a list of variables, the
application of primitive procedures (in fact their abstract
version), etc. The analysis program can also include some
labels, similar to that of assembly languages. These labels
are required for conditional expressions. So we can think
of these bytecodes as instructions to a very special virtual
machine1 .
The le also contains a symbol table for the module. This
table lists all the de ned top-level variable in the module, the
unde ned symbols, and the rede ned primitive variables.
1 This representation will help the generation of machine code for
the execution of the global analysis in a future version of the system.

At link time, the analysis programs are read and converted from their bytecode representation to trees of closures for execution. Since only one analysis program is read
at a time, some sort of relocation must take place, much like
any traditional linker. For example, if a module A refers to
a variable V de ned in some other module, the bytecodes
for A will contain references to this external variable. The
linker will then have to nd out in which module the approximation to V lies, and then replace each reference to V
in A by its corresponding approximation.
To do this linking, GOld uses a technique similar to the
one described in [22]. It uses curri cation to represent the
various stages needed to perform the relocation and generation of nal code. In our setting, each closure generation
procedure generates a function that accepts a global symbol
table as its unique parameter. This function, when applied,
resolves the external references by looking in the global symbol table and then returns a thunk (a function with no parameter) that represents the relocated code. The closure
generation procedure for an if expression looks roughly like
the following:
(define (generate-if tst consq alt)
(lambda (symtable)
; relocation
(let ((reloc-test (tst symtable))
(reloc-consq (consq symtable))
(reloc-alt
(alt symtable)))
(lambda ()
; final relocated code
(if (reloc-tst) (reloc-consq) (reloc-alt))))))

4.3 Optimizations
GOld performs three di erent optimizations: implicit annotation of source code, inlining of primitive procedures, and
cross-module inlining of user code. After these optimizations are performed, the usual Gambit-C optimizations are
applied ( -reduction, -lifting [19])).
Implicit annotation. When appropriately annotated, Scheme programs can be compiled to very eÆcient code by Gambit-C. Our rst optimization consists in annotating the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the source program, based on
the global analysis results.
GOld tries to add the following annotations to the AST:
(block) This annotation tells the compiler that the vari-

ables in its scope are not mutated outside of the module. Gambit-C is then able to generate more eÆcient
code for calls to such annotated procedures. A toplevel
procedure de nition (define (F ...) ...) is annotated if the analysis proves that F can only be bound
to this procedure at runtime.

(standard-bindings) This annotation instructs the com-

piler that the prede ned variables are bound to the
corresponding primitive procedures. Gambit-C can
then generate more eÆcient calls and, when combined
with the (not safe) annotation, inline those primitives.

(not safe) This annotation instructs the compiler not to

generate implicit type tests and bounds checks. In
calls to primitive procedures, GOld adds this annotation if the number of arguments is correct and they
have the right type. For small primitive procedures,
this can completely eliminate the need for a crossmodule call. This annotation is also added to all other
calls such that the expression in operator position has
been proven to be a closure.

and (flonum) When the arguments to some primitive arithmetic procedures can be proven to be only
xnums or onums, these annotations enable the compiler to generate specialized code for these procedures.

(fixnum)

5 Experimental results

It is the combination of many of these annotations that allows Gambit-C to generate the most eÆcient code possible.

We now present experimental results obtained using GOld.
First, the system has been evaluated using only unimodule
programs. Then we present results obtained on two larger
programs.
In all cases, results have been obtained on a 400MHz
Pentium II processor with 512Mb of RAM running Linux
2.2.9. Unless explicitly stated, all times are in seconds.

Inlining of Scheme primitives. Sometimes, the result of
the analysis is not precise enough to optimize all primitive
calls using only annotations. In principle, this would result
in more cross-module calls to the Scheme library. To reduce
this cost, GOld inlines the primitive procedure, with all its
type tests. For example, if GOld is unable to infer that the
arg1 is always bound to a pair in a call (car arg1), it will
replace this call with the following equivalent code:
(let ((y arg1))
(if (let ()
(declare (standard-bindings) (not safe))
(pair? y))
(let ()
(declare (standard-bindings) (not safe))
(car y))
(car y)))

This code checks that arg1 is a pair. If so, it calls the
unsafe version of car (which will be inlined by the Gambit-C
backend due to the annotations). Otherwise, it will call the
safe version that will throw an error. In this case, the crossmodule call does not have a great impact on performances
since the program will fail.
For some primitives, more than one test are required before calling the unsafe version. GOld tries to remove most of
these tests when possible, based on the result of the analysis. For vector-ref and vector-set!, GOld is sometimes
able to keep only the bounds checking tests. In total, 50
primitives can be inlined this way.
Cross-module inlining. Scheme does not provide any mechanism for de ning new datatypes (like C structs or Pascal
records). Vectors and lists are used for this purpose and
the programmer usually de nes procedures for creating such
a datatype, accessing its elds, modifying them, etc. This
can result in many small procedures and many cross-module
calls (typically, these procedures are de ned in a single module and called in several modules).
In its attempt to reduce further the cost of cross-module
calls, GOld tries to inline those small procedures across the
boundary of modules using a very simple, but e ective approach. During the separate compilation phase, GOld puts in
a global database all the toplevel procedures that are candidates to cross-module inlining. During the global optimization phase, all calls to a candidate procedure are inlined.
To be a candidate for cross-module inlining, a toplevel
procedure must satisfy the following two conditions: (1) all
internal calls are calls to primitive procedures and (2) the
size of the AST of the function body is less than or equal to
k  n where n is the number of formal parameters and k is
a xed threshold.
This scheme is somewhat nave, but it gives interesting
results in practice. The search for a better inlining scheme
was beyond the scope of our work and left for further improvements of the system. We will show the e ect of di erent values of k in the next section.

5.1 Unimodule programs
In order to show the e ectiveness of GOld's static analysis
and optimizations, a number of unimodule programs have
been compiled. The programs are described in gure 2.
These are usual benchmarking programs for Scheme. Their
size vary from a few tens of lines to a few thousands. The
rst column gives the program's name. The second column
shows the number of lines of code and, in two cases, the
number of lines of code required to represent the data for a
particular instance of the problem to solve. The last column
gives a brief description of the program.
Compilation times.
Figure 3 presents four measurements regarding the analysis
and optimisation of these programs. The iter column gives
the number of iterations needed to reach the xed point
during the local analysis. This number is usually small (between 4 and 15), except for nucleic, where it is 46. This
is due to the program structure and not to the presence of
constant structures representing the database of nucleotids.
The analysis column gives the execution time for the
local analysis. This number depends on the number of iterations, the size and structure of the source program. Except
for nucleic and slatex, this number is less than 1 second
and often negligible. Note that this time does not include
the initialization of the analysis, only its execution. The total time is given in parentheses and it includes the time to
save the analysis program to disk2 .
The link column gives the total time required for the
global analysis phase, including the analysis programs loading, generation and execution, the global optimizations, and
the generation of C code. Since all the programs contain
only one module, just one iteration is needed to reach the
xed point. This means that the C code generation outweighs the other steps.
Finally, the gcc column gives the compilation time of the
resulting C programs by gcc v2.7.2.3, using the commandline options -O3 -fomit-frame-pointer. We see that in
most cases, the global analysis time is less than the C compilation time, except for boyer and nucleic. Both programs
contain a large amount of constant data, larger than the program itself and Gambit-C is not eÆcient at compiling these
constants.
Execution times.
Figure 4 gives the execution time of all benchmarks. Three
di erent times have been gathered. Column annot gives the
execution time when the program is manually annotated in
2 No special care has been taken to reduce the saving cost, GambitC 2.8a being a system with poor I/O performances. The current
version is much more eÆcient in this respect.

program
tak
fib
fibfp
takl
cpstak
primes
nqueens
pnpoly
mbrot
dderiv
puzzle
simplex
browse
boyer
earley
nucleic
slatex

lines

12
12
13
27
27
28
32
44
48
82
141
184
187
203 (+350)
648
1000 (+2450)
2337

description

The Takeuchi function.
The Fibonacci function.
A oating-point version of the Fibonacci function.
The Takeuchi function using lists as counters.
A CPS version of the Takeuchi function.
Computation of prime numbers less than 1000.
The 8-queens problem.
Program that tests if a point is contained in a 2D polygon.
The Mandelbrot set computation.
A symbolic derivation program.
A program solving the Forest Baskett puzzle.
The simplex algorithm for linear programming.
Program to create and browse through an AI-like database of units.
A theorem-proving program.
A parser generator based on Earley's algorithm and the execution of a parser.
A program for the 3D structure determination of a nucleic acid.
A Scheme to LaTeX converter.
Figure 2: Unimodule program description.

program
fibfp
fib
tak
takl
primes
cpstak
nqueens
mbrot
dderiv
pnpoly
puzzle
simplex
browse
boyer
earley
slatex
nucleic

iter

4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
8
4
8
8
11
13
13
13
46

analysis

< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
< 0:01
0.04
0.10
0.12
0.16
0.40
1.40
3.89

(0.07)
(0.07)
(0.07)
(0.09)
(0.10)
(0.10)
(0.12)
(0.14)
(0.17)
(0.21)
(0.57)
(1.30)
(0.69)
(0.65)
(2.39)
(5.75)
(6.87)

link

0.17
0.20
0.31
0.39
0.25
0.52
0.45
0.50
0.62
0.82
1.75
4.44
2.09
3.67
6.71
20.96
33.19

gcc

0.35
0.44
0.55
0.78
0.57
0.71
0.65
0.92
1.15
1.11
2.22
9.42
3.14
2.86
14.30
26.98
29.62

(0.51)
(0.55)
(0.54)
(0.54)
(0.53)
(0.55)
(0.52)
(0.52)
(0.55)
(0.56)
(0.58)
(0.57)
(0.54)
(0.71)
(0.54)
(1.18)
(0.91)

program
dderiv
fibfp
slatex
cpstak
primes
mbrot
browse
boyer
nqueens
takl
fib
tak
earley
pnpoly
puzzle
simplex
nucleic

annot
2.11
15.46
6.23
13.14
7.35
13.35
5.86
4.21
4.27
3.62
3.67
3.63
7.89
1.61
3.54
4.29
9.95

gold
(0.95) 2.00
(1.02) 15.70
(1.04) 6.46
(1.05) 13.84
(1.09) 8.02
(1.11) 14.80
(1.12) 6.55
(1.13) 4.77
(1.19) 5.06
(1.31) 4.75
(1.36) 5.01
(1.40) 5.09
(1.90) 14.95
(2.03) 3.27
(2.82) 9.98
(3.26) 13.99
(4.84) 48.20

no annot

(4.38)
(6.24)
(1.76)
(8.85)
(14.21)
(8.61)
(17.07)
(23.53)
(21.58)
(24.83)
(23.28)
(23.69)
(3.27)
(22.12)
(21.45)
(10.18)
(2.79)

8.77
98.03
11.38
122.52
113.98
127.47
111.86
112.21
109.18
117.83
116.56
120.51
48.95
72.41
214.09
142.37
134.29

Figure 3: Local analysis of unimodule programs.

Figure 4: Execution time of unimodule programs.

order to get optimal results. Column gold gives the execution time of the same program when compiled with our system. The number in parentheses gives the ratio between column gold and column annot. Finally, the last column (no
annot) gives the execution time for the program when compiled with Gambit-C without any declaration. The number
in parentheses gives the speedup obtained using GOld3 .
We can rst see that almost half of the programs compiled with GOld were less that 15% slower than the one manually annotated and that only 5 programs were more than
40% slower. Morever, 10 programs were between 10 and 25
times faster compared to the same program compiled with-

out any annotation. We will now analyze in more details
the di erences between times shown in column annot and
gold for some of the programs.
boyer, browse, and dderiv are three symbolic applications handling almost exclusively symbols and lists. A large
portion of all type tests have been eliminated, accounting for
the small di erences between the optimized programs and
the one manually annotated. In the case of dderiv, the negative di erence could be explained by a di erent ordering of
the basic blocs generated by Gambit-C, resulting in better
cache performances.
tak, takl, and cpstak all compute the Takeuchi function. In the case of tak, the static analysis is only able to
determine that values passed in parameters are integers, and
not xnums. Subtraction on integer values is more costly

3 These speedups are shown only to give a feel of how close to the
(presumably optimal) annotated programs the optimized ones can be.
These numbers are by themselves not really signi cant.

than the subtraction on xnums 4. For takl, no call to cdr
can be done without a type test, accounting for the 31%
di erence. The di erence for cpstack is only 5% but we
expected it to be the same as for tak. The cost of the subtraction is amortized by the large number of closures created at runtime and the number of garbage collects (280 for
cpstack, 0 for tak).
fib and fibfp both compute the Fibonacci function.
The only di erence is the result type. fib computes an
integer results, while fibfp returns an inexact real number. In the rst case, GOld cannot infer that the result is a
xnum. In the second case it can prove that the result is a
onum. This explains why fib is 35% times slower than its
annotated counterpart and fibfp is only 2% slower.
When optimized with GOld, slatex is only 4% slower
than the annotated version, a good result for such a large
program. But the 76% di erence between the optimized
version and the non-optimized, annotation-free version indicates that the cost of I/O outweighs all other costs.
The mbrot program shows that programming style can
have a signi cant impact on performance. The inner loop
of the Mandelbrot computation algorithm has the following
stopping criteria:
(if (= c max-count)
...)

But GOld is unable to do the interval narrowing with equality
tests (the analysis is mostly interested in ranges of values,
not constant values). If the the following, equivalent code
was used:
(if (>= c max-count)
...)

then many more type tests would have been eliminated and
some arithmetic procedure calls would have been compiled
much more eÆciently.
pnpoly and puzzle are two programs performing lots of
vector accesses and mutations. In most cases, GOld cannot
eliminate the bounds checks and the type tests for the indices. That's why a factor of between 2 or 3 is obtained for
them5 .
Finally, simplex and nucleic are the two programs for
which the di erence was the most important (3.26 for simplex
and 4.84 for nucleic). In both cases, a lot of time is spent by
vector accesses and mutations, as well as oating point operations. For simplex, most arithmetic operations have been
optimized for onums, which is not the case for nucleic.
The latter contains a few calls to sqrt, for which the result can only be approximated by a complex number, not a
onum (GOld does not handle ranges of onum values as for
xnums ). Also, the database of nucleotids is represented using heterogeneous vectors (containing vectors, symbols and
4 The summation and subtraction of xnums can be done in
Gambit-C using only one machine instruction (apart from the overow/under ow tests), thanks to the type encoding scheme that sets
the two least signi cant digits to 0. The (not safe) and (fixnum)
declarations must be present, of course. The type tests and tests for
over ow add an extra cost to these operations. Short tests have shown
that, on a Pentium processor, adding the type test for only one argument, the summation becomes 5 times slower. The summation and
substraction of onums are 2 times slower when type tests are added.
Morever, since each intermediate oating-point value is allocated in
the heap, boxing/unboxing costs are added to both operations and
more garbage collects are required.
5 Experimental results show that when all type tests and bounds
checks are inlined, vector accesses are 3.3 times slower than their
corresponding, fully annotated version. This factor rises to 10 for the
same annotation-free program.

onums ) implementing a form of simple inheritance hierarchy. Accesses in these data structures result in too coarse approximations, so GOld can only optimize a few calls to arithmetic operations. This leads to a lot of boxing/unboxing of
values, further degrading the performance due to many more
calls to the garbage collector at runtime.

5.2 Multimodule programs
We now analyze GOld's performance on two multimodule
programs:
etos: an Erlang [2] to Scheme compiler written by Marc
Feeley and Martin Larose, version 1.4;

Gambit-C: the Gambit-C compiler itself, version 2.8a [12].
etos consists of 12 modules. These modules are described at gure 5. Column lines gives the number of lines

of each module. As we can see, a few modules are as small as
a few tens of lines, while the four larger ones have more than
1300 lines. Among them, erlang.l.scm and erlang.y.scm
were automatically produced by a lexical analyzer generator
and a parser generator. In the case of Gambit-C, there are
15 modules (Figure 6), ranging from 9 to more than 3000
lines of code. In contrast to etos, none of its modules have
been automatically generated.
Compilation times
Figures 5 and 6 gives several metrics regarding the local
analysis of each module in the two systems. Column iter
gives the number of iterations needed to reach the xed
point. Column local gives the total local analysis time,
including the initialization, the closure generation, the analysis program generation and the saving of the local analysis
results to disk. The local analysis time itself is given in
parentheses (a value of 0.00 indicates a negligible time).
For the larger modules, this time is more than two seconds. Except for erlang.y.scm in etos and gvm.scm in
Gambit-C, the local analysis time is much less than one
second. This means that most of the time is spent doing
other things like reading the source code, applying some
semantics-preserving transformations (in Gambit-C), generating the analysis program, saving this program to disk, etc.
Nevertheless, these times can be further reduced by optimizing those steps.
Figure 7 gives some measurements regarding the generation of the two executables using GOld. In the rst half
of the table, we give number of iterations needed to reach
the xed point, the loading time of the analysis programs
and the local results, the execution time of the global analysis program, the total link time (including the optimization
time of each module and the C code generation time), and
the time needed by gcc to build the executable. The second
part of the table gives similar results for the whole system
being compiled as a single module (all the modules in one
source le). The measures are: the analysis time and the
number of iterations, the compilation time by Gambit-C and
the compilation time by gcc.
etos. We see that the time spent in the optimization and
code generation (C and object code) phases is much larger
than the global analysis time. This means that, in this case,
global analysis is cheap, considering that the global analysis program is not compiled to object code but to closures.
Also, the Erlang scanner (the erlang.y.scm module) contains a vector in which 167 elements are closures. These are

module

err.scm
bv.scm
util.scm
lr-dvr.scm
obj.scm
globals.scm
fv.scm
match.scm
comp.scm
erlang.y.scm
ast.scm
erlang.l.scm

Total

lines

31
68
83
85
90
93
200
426
1354
1392
1418
1826
7066

size

635
2278
2424
3667
4396
1716
6263
13609
44156
61582
46674
63609
251009

iter

local

2 0.04
5 0.16
3 0.18
5 0.12
4 0.08
2 0.05
6 0.32
5 0.55
10 2.32
3 2.38
6 2.19
17 5.25
| 13.64

(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.54)
(0.07)
(0.25)
(1.81)
(2.78)

Figure 5: The etos modules.

module

gsc.scm
parms.scm
back.scm
t-c-3.scm
env.scm
host.scm
prims.scm
utils.scm
source.scm
ptree2.scm
t-c-1.scm
gvm.scm
ptree1.scm
front.scm
t-c-2.scm

Total

lines

size

9
271
199
9724
219
8605
274
7484
359 10663
522 13971
528 35742
545 15060
1234 43971
1709 58867
1709 53758
1841 65290
2301 81829
2668 94875
3059 108887
17176 608997

iter

local

2 0.02 (0.00)
2 0.24 (0.00)
2 0.16 (0.00)
4 0.35 (0.01)
7 0.48 (0.04)
4 0.46 (0.02)
1 0.15 (0.00)
8 1.06 (0.12)
8 1.78 (0.19)
7 2.57 (0.28)
11 3.31 (0.69)
14 6.30 (1.26)
10 4.68 (0.93)
7 4.57 (0.46)
6 3.64 (0.36)
| 29.77 (4.32)

Figure 6: The Gambit-C modules.
semantic actions associated with reductions in an LALR(1)
analysis table (see [1]). If this scanner had been written
manually, the analysis time for this module would have been
reduced considerably.
Gambit-C. In the case of Gambit-C, global analysis is
much more costly, while not being prohibitive. It takes
about 12 minutes. This can be explained by the fact that
Gambit-C is written in a very functional style, with lots of
calls to allocation primitives like map, reverse, and append.
This makes the approximations much larger (630 elements
in the average for all sets containing more that 2 elements).
More eÆcient set manipulation routines as well as compilation of the analysis program to native code would greatly
improve these results.

We note that in both cases, the global analysis time
is almost twice as fast as the local analysis when all the
modules are put in one source le. Morever, even when
the local analysis time of each separately compiled module is taken into account, global analysis is still faster (41.1
seconds against 50.2 for etos and 729.7 against 1350.1 for

Original program
Number of iterations
Intermediate le loading
Global analysis (sec.)
Link (sec.)

etos Gambit-C

gcc (sec.)

16
5.5
27.5
111.8
68.7

15
14.9
699.9
862.0
141.7

gcc (sec.)

50.2
20
95.8
147.2

1350.1
18
392.7
315.23

In one module
Analysis
Number of iterations
Gambit-C (sec.)

etos Gambit-C

Figure 7: Executable generation statistics.

program
etos
Gambit-C

annot
7.43
8.91

gold

(1.28)
(1.29)

9.57
11.51

no annot

(2.23)
(3.61)

21.33
41.53

Figure 8: Execution times.

Gambit-C). There are several reasons explaining this fact.

First, more iterations are required when all modules are concatenated together. Since the approximations are larger in
the last iterations, they (the last iterations) cost more. Also,
part of the code is not re-analyzed during the global analysis due to the analysis factorization. Finally, the analysis
complexity (which is cubic) must be taken into account. We
also note that the compilation by Gambit-C and by gcc
are longer (more than a factor of 2 for gcc). This is due
to the fact that most algorithms used in compilation have a
complexity more than linear.
Execution times
Figure 8 shows the execution time of both programs compiled in three di erent ways. The etos compiler is used
to compile an Erlang program 165 lines long 50 times, and
Gambit-C to compile its larger module, t-c-2.scm. In the
rst column, all the modules were manually pre xed with
the following declarations:
(declare
(block)
(not safe)
(standard-bindings)
(fixnum))

except for a few modules requiring generic arithmetic. In
these cases, the (fixnum) declaration was replaced with
(generic). The second column gives the execution time
when the programs are compiled using GOld and the number in parentheses gives the ratio between this time and the
one obtained when the program is manually annotated. Finally, the last column gives the execution time when the
programs are compiled without any declaration. Numbers
in parentheses show the ratio between this time and the one
obtained with the programs compiled using GOld.
We note that both programs compiled using GOld are less
than 30% slower than the manually annotated ones and they
are more than twice as fast as the one compiled without any
declarations. There are several reasons for that:

k
0
2
4
6
8
10
20
50

runtime

10.31
10.00
10.03
9.57
9.79
9.87
9.82
9.88

(1.00)
(0.97)
(0.97)
(0.93)
(0.95)
(0.96)
(0.95)
(0.95)

executable (Ko)
772.5
789.5
845.9
879.6
1007.0
1005.5
1005.5
1005.5

(1.00)
(1.02)
(1.10)
(1.14)
(1.30)
(1.30)
(1.30)
(1.30)

gcc

55.8 (1.00)
57.5 (1.03)
65.0 (1.16)
68.7 (1.23)
122.2 (2.18)
119.0 (2.13)
120.0 (2.15)
120.6 (2.06)

Figure 9: Impact of di erent values of k for etos.
k
0
2
4
6
8
10
20
50

runtime

15.74
14.98
13.15
12.74
12.82
11.66
11.51
11.63

(1.00)
(0.95)
(0.84)
(0.81)
(0.81)
(0.74)
(0.73)
(0.74)

executable (Ko)
1785.7
1780.3
1935.4
1941.8
1948.4
1969.3
2077.6
2081.5

(1.00)
(1.00)
(1.08)
(1.09)
(1.09)
(1.10)
(1.16)
(1.17)

gcc

104.5
104.4
126.1
126.7
128.2
130.0
141.7
142.2

(1.00)
(1.00)
(1.21)
(1.21)
(1.23)
(1.24)
(1.36)
(1.36)

Figure 10: Impact of di erent values of k for Gambit-C.
1. The AST nodes processed by both programs are implemented using plain, heterogeneous vectors. GOld is
unable to use the predicates used for testing the type
of a node to narrow down its approximations and optimize further the accesses to these data structures.
Vector accesses thus remain costly.
2. Both programs are written in a functional style, making great use of primitives functions like map, reverse,
assq, etc. These primitives all require cross-module
calls because they are implemented in the Scheme library. All that GOld is able to save is reference to the
global variable and the type test that ensures that the
variable is bound to a procedure.
3. etos and Gambit-C are symbolic applications, being
both compilers. They do not make many calls to arithmetic procedures. When left unoptimized, arithmetic
procedures are more costly compared to type tests in
data structure accesses.
4. It seems that Gambit-C is allowed to make better optimizations when the (block) (not safe) optimisations are present. It is able to generate more eÆcient
code for intramodule calls and it can also inline more
functions.
Impact of cross-module inlining
The cross-module inlining optimization has a non-negligible
impact on the performance of etos and Gambit-C. Figures 9 and 10 present three measures for di erent values of
k, the cross-module inlining threshold. The three columns
give, from left to right, the execution time of the program,
the size of the executable (in kilobytes), and the time taken
by gcc to generate the executable. The number in parentheses give the ratio between the number on its left and the
same measure for k = 0 (when k = 0, inlining is disabled).

These numbers show that the execution times can be
signi cantly improved by cross-module inlining. etos can
be speeded up by 7% whe k = 6 and Gambit-C by 27% when
k = 20. For these thresholds, the executables are larger by
14% and 16% resp. and the compilation times are increased
by 23% and 36% resp.
Surprisingly, the compilation time for etos is more than a
factor of 2 slower when k >= 8. The module erlang.y.scm
is mainly responsible for that. Its corresponding C le is 2.5
times larger (673Kb when k = 0 and 1595Kb when k = 8)
and takes 4 times longer to compile by gcc (13 seconds for
k = 0 compared to 65 seconds when k = 8). This is because
a somewhat large procedure is inlined 167 times.
Of course, the impact of inlining diminishes as k increases. When the inlined procedure is bigger, the cost of
invoking it (even through a cross-module call) is amortized.
5.3 Discussion

These results clearly show that GOld can produce programs
with performances very close to those obtained when the
source programs are fully annotated.
But it is also clear that the global analysis phase could be
made faster by generating machine code instead of closures
for representanting the analysis programs. Some experiments [5] support this assertion. The local analysis phase
could generate native code and the global analysis would
only need a relocation of imported and exported variables
phase before running the global analysis program.
Also, the results outlined above show that GOld's static
analysis is not precise enough in some cases. At least two
reasons explain this fact. First, numerically-intensive programs su er from the set of numerical types in Scheme and
the semantics of many numerical operators which make our
analysis diÆcult. Secondly, the presence of a special form for
de ning structured datatypes could be of great help. Referencing a given position in a vector is approximated in the
analysis by combining the approximations of all the elements
in the vector. This is a problem with heterogeneous vectors,
i.e. vectors in which the elements are of di erent types. This
leads to approximations that are far too conservative.
Finally, even with a very nave inlining scheme, crossmodule inlining is worth its cost (relatively small in GOld).
This is mainly due to the cost of cross-module calls in the
case of small procedures.
6 Related work

Although GOld seems to be the rst system based on abstract compilation for the implementation of the global analysis phase, it relates to a number of other systems we will
now describe.
Bigloo [23, 25] is a Scheme to C compiler. But in contrast to Gambit-C, Bigloo does not entirely comply to the
Scheme standard in order to generate more eÆcient code.
For example, it does not optimize tail calls in general, but
only in limited cases. Also, it relies on a sophisticated, rst
order module system. This system allows the programmer
to supply the signature of the exported functions, easing the
static analysis' job. But even with this module system, compilation ags must be speci ed when invoking the compiler
to ensure optimal performances. For example, the simplex
program runs 3.16 times faster when -unsafe ag is specied, telling Bigloo that all dynamic type tests and bounds
checks can be omitted.

Stalin [28] is yet another Scheme to C compiler, developed by Je rey Mark Siskind. Like GOld, source programs
are free of annotations. That's because Stalin relies on a
sophisticated set-based static analysis. But unfortunately,
all of the program must be given in a single module and
compile times are quite long, even for very small programs.
CM [4] is a compilation management system for SML/NJ.
It analyzes automatically the intermodule dependencies. The
modules can be organized to form groups, which can themselves form supergroups, etc. CM also does cross-module
inlining of functions, based on a technique called -splitting.
There is also MrSpidey [16], Rice's Scheme program development environment. Its graphical explanation facility is
based on a constraint-based static analysis [15], the componential set-based analysis. This analysis uses several algorithms to try to minimize the number of constraints, without
loosing information. It would be interesting to see how the
constraint minimization algorithms could be used to optimize our analysis programs (either at abstract compilation
time or at global analysis time, using just-in-time compilation).
For procedural languages, there are a number of systems
optimizing object code at link-time [11, 10, 29, 30]. The
work of Wall [30] is mainly concerned with the global allocation of registers at link-time. The system rst compiles
each module individually to object code, with certain instructions carefully annotated. These annotations indicate
how the operands and the results of the annotated instruction are related to the global register allocation candidates.
Only these instructions are considered by the optimization
phase of the linker, which can modify them or remove them.
Srivastava and Wall [29] went one step further and developed OM, a system that performs many cross-module
optimizations. It reads all the modules, transform them to
a register transfer language (RTL), runs an interprocedural analysis, and performs various interprocedural optimizations, like loop-invariant code motion and dead-code elimination. It then translates the optimized RTL back to object
code.
Chow[7] and Odnert and Santhanam [21] both describe
systems for the global allocation of registers. These systems
do not compile the modules to object code, though. They
implement more sophisticated architectures.
However, we argue that object code is a too low-level
program representation for performing cross-module optimizations of higher-order, dynamic languages. For instance,
the alto system[11, 10] that performs several cross-module
optimizations is only able to speed up Scheme programs generated by Gambit-C by 10% on the average.
Finally, Fernandez [14] developed mld, a link-time optimizer for Modula-3 and C++. This system performs simple
optimizations resembling partial evaluation like the replacement of generic method calls by direct calls to the appropriate method when the context allows it. It also uses pro ling
data to guide the optimization of most promising code segments. But unlike alto, this system translates each module
to an intermediate representation. Machine code is generated only at link-time, after the global optimization phase.
But unlike our work, the author was not really concerned
with the speed of the analysis (which is quite low, due to its
simplicity).
7 Conclusion

We have presented GOld, a link-time cross-module optimizer
for Scheme based on the Gambit-C compiler. Its architec-

ture is based on abstract compilation, a technique for the
eÆcient implementation of static analyses devised in the abstract interpretation framework. We have shown that, using this system, multi-module, annotation-free Scheme programs can be made to run almost as fast as their fully annotated counterpart but with reasonable compile times.
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